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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE INITIATIVE IN NORTH EAST NIGERIA

Replacing that which is evil with that which is better
A manual for training ulama to prepare their communities
to use transitional justice to address atrocities and Human Rights violations
perpetrated in the context of the Boko Haram insurgency in the North East Nigeria.
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Introduction
Restoring peace and rebuilding the communities ravaged by the Boko Haram insurgency
must include a justice component. When legitimate grievances are not redressed timely,
justly, and fairly, then impunity and injustice can become formidable obstacles to restoring
peace and rebuilding communities. In fact, unaddressed grievances have been identified as
1
one of the major push factors towards violent extremism. Clearly, justice is an indispensable
component of restoring and sustaining the peace.
However the scale of the atrocious crimes and violations of human rights committed in the
context of the Boko Haram insurgency makes it very hard, if not totally impossible, to
prosecute all the perpetrators through the already overburdened criminal justice system.
The duration that criminal cases take to be concluded, and the resources, expertise and
personnel needed to prosecute thousands of criminal complaints are too daunting to
contemplate. Furthermore, the evidence and the circumstances of each murder, and the
identities of the murderer and the murdered are not all available because of the chaotic
contexts of the insurgency in which the crimes were committed. Even prosecuting the
thousands of the alleged Boko Haram combatants already incarcerated may be too great a
task. This reality dictates the need to explore the potential for transitional justice as a more
appropriate and feasible alternative

CDD Initiative to Promote
Peace in the North East
The Center for Democracy and Development (CDD) has taken the initiative to develop the
requirements that make transitional justice the appropriate mechanism for addressing the
imperative of justice as an indispensable component of restoring and sustaining the peace in
the communities devastated by the Boko Haram insurgency. The Prospects for Transitional
Justice Initiative in North East Nigeria, a telescoping study conducted by CDD, has identified
critical issues that appear prominent in public discourses on the complex challenges that
need to be addressed in the post-insurgency situation in the north east of Nigeria. This
document addresses two of the critical issues:
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1.
2.

Creating a restorative justice mechanism which ensures healing for the victims and
accountability from the perpetrators.
Offering religious reorientation for the population in the region.

A religious reorientation of the population has to start by addressing both the Muslim and the
Christian religious communities in the region. Both have suffered massive losses of life and
property in the course of the Boko Haram insurgency. Therefore, the best approach is the one
that draws from both the Islamic and the Christian religious traditions to foster collaboration
between the two religious communities in ways that are capable of restoring and promoting
the peaceful coexistence that used to prevail in the region. There is need to draw on the
resilience that has enabled the two religious communities to avoid the trap of inter-religious
violence that Boko Haram sought to provoke.
As part of CDD's work towards establishing the suitable framework for transitional justice in
the North East, there is need to prepare the affected communities to accept the wisdom of
utilising transitional justice to address not only the grievances of individual victims and their
families, but also holding perpetrators accountable thereby providing healing and closure to
all the affected parties. This document, based on the Islamic tradition, is addressed to the
Muslim communities in the region. It is a training manual to equip the ulama (Muslim clerics)
with messages and narratives for promoting peace through transitional justice. To address
grievances and human rights violations perpetrated in the context of the Boko Haram
insurgency.

Aim and Objectives
This manual has been produced with the primary aim of assembling narrative materials
from the traditions of Islamic learning for use in training the ulama to communicate
messages promoting peace and justice through transitional justice more effectively to their
communities. It has four objectives:
Using the Qur’anic concept of repelling evil action with better righteous deeds as
an overall theme throughout the different narratives for messaging.
Emphasising the imperative of justice as a necessary component of restoring and
sustaining peace.
Addressing the challenges and priority concerns of all the parties affected by the
Boko Haram insurgency.
Providing the relevant Islamic tenets for developing messages on specific themes
on justice, fairness, peace, patience, repentance, remorse and forgiveness.
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Methodology
e materials used to produce this document were
obtained through desk research into Islamic
intellectual traditions. e starting point was the
identi cation of the relevant verses of the Qur’an
and Hadiths - the traditions of the Prophet
Muhammad. e identi ed verses and Hadiths
were collected and grouped around key themes
addressed in the training modules. Additional
materials were obtained from the major books of
i n t e r p re t a t i o n s o f t h e Q u r’ a n ( t a f s i r ) ,
commentaries on the traditions of the Prophet
Muhammad and books on Islamic law. e
guiding principle for collecting the relevant
materials from these sources was to focus on the
basic tenets of Islam upon which all the diﬀerent
Islamic groups are agreed, so that potential
problems arising from sectarian and theological
diﬀerences among Muslims would be avoided.
In the manual the key virtues that are taught in the
selected Qur’anic verses and Hadiths are followed
by sections highlighting their relevance to the
speci c theme under discussion. Written as lists
that highlight the succinct points for
consideration, the messages of the selected verses
and Hadith are simpli ed to ensure eﬀective
communication to larger audiences.

Learning objectives are provided at the beginning
of each module, and supplemented with step-bystep tips for instructors to guide the trainees.
Exercises and learning activities are designed to
reinforce the main points, and give the trainees the
opportunity to sharpen their communicative skills
when preaching and delivering sermons to their
communities on the various themes presented and
discussed.
e pedagogical strategy informing the entire
manual is the “learner-centered approach” which
provides ample opportunities for the trainees to
gain deeper comprehension by engaging with the
materials. Instead of the more traditional teachercentered approach in which the teacher plays the
role of the authoritative master who transmits
knowledge to passive recipients - and which is the
dominant pedagogical method of instruction in
Islamic traditions of learning - the “learnercentered approach” oﬀers the trainee the
advantage of becoming more eﬀective in
transmitting the desired messages to their
audiences.
e last component of the methodology for
producing this manual were validation workshops
held in Maiduguri, Yobe and Yola, where the rst
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drafts of all the modules were presented to selected
groups of individuals, comprising men and
women from the target communities.² e
discussions in the validation of work yielded
important insights indicating that all the
participants in the validation workshops were very
receptive to the Qur’anic concept of repelling evil
actions with righteous deeds as the governing
theme, and also with the selected themes presented
in the modules. However, workshop participants
in Maiduguri and Yobe expressed strongly the view
that it is too premature to broach the extremely
sensitive issue of reintegration of repentant excombatants back into their communities. It was
clear from the workshops that broaching this issue
had the potential of derailing the focus from all the
other messages. For this reason, it became clear
that reintegration of repentant ex-combatants is
better addressed indirectly through other themes.
Explicit and direct treatment of reintegration
needs to be deferred until the aﬀected
communities have overcome the severe pains of
the horri c trauma they are still going through as a
result of the devastation of their families and
communities caused by the Boko Haram
insurgency.
e validation workshop held in Yola, however,
revealed that the aﬀected communities in
Adamawa State had made more progress towards
addressing the challenges resulting from the
devastation caused by the Boko Haram
insurgency. Relying on local traditions of peaceful

resolution of con ict, aﬀected communities across
the state have set in motion processes aimed at
fostering repentance, remorse and acceptance of
responsibility by perpetrators, as well as fostering
forgiveness by victims and their families.
Facilitators using this manual to conduct training
workshops can adapt the various parts as they
deem suitable and necessary. Part One provides
background and context on the challenges and
issues to be addressed in preparing communities
devastated by the Boko Haram insurgency to
accept transitional justice as the appropriate
framework for dealing with the atrocious crimes
and gross violations of human rights; healing the
victims and their families by redressing their
grievances; and holding perpetrators accountable.
In Part Two, the document identi es the Islamic
religious tenets that can be used to formulate
narratives and messages aimed at the religious
reorientation of people in the North East.
Quotations from the Qur'an, Hadiths, as well as
other sources of Islamic tenets provide justi cation
for the use of transitional justice for resolving the
enormous challenges posed the Boko Haram
insurgency. Articulated in a simple and
straightforward way, the document explains the
wisdom and justi cation for accepting transitional
justice despite all of the plausible challenges that
may be encountered.
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01

NARRATIVES FOR
MESSAGING

1
PART ONE

CONTEXT AND
BACKGROUND
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ransitional justice oﬀers willing Boko
Haram the opportunity to demonstrate
their repentance and remorse, make
amends, render apology, and seek forgiveness from
the individuals, families and communities on
whom they have perpetrated horri c violence.
Transitional Justice is also the appropriate
framework for all the stakeholders looking to work
towards reconciliation and restoration of peace in
the aﬀected communities.
ere are some challenges to overcome before the
appropriate framework and the mechanisms of
transitional justice can be established. Careful
understanding of these challenges should be the
rst step towards identifying ways to overcome
them. e rst, and foremost, challenge is the
daunting task of sorting out the victims and the
perpetrators within each of the four parties
involved in the Boko Haram insurgency. ese are
individuals and local communities in the region;
Boko Haram insurgents; vigilante groups such as
the Civilian Joint Task Force; and soldiers and
security agents. ere are accusations that
individuals from each of these sets of people have
perpetrated gross violations of human rights,
including murder, rape and other forms of sexual
and gender-based violence during the decade long
insurgency.
However, it is important to note that some
perpetrators were coerced, while some were
accomplices who played minor or subsidiary roles
in the violence, such as serving as informants, or
providers of logistics and supplies. Similarly, all the
victims did not uniformly endure the same trauma

and loss, nor are they all in the same predicament
in the emerging post-con ict situation. Ideally,
each and every individual perpetrator should be
held accountable for his or her conduct in the
violence; and each and every victim is entitled to
justice for the speci c grievances perpetrated
against him or her. Yet providing justice and
accountability for each and every victim and
perpetrator through the normal criminal justice
system is not possible, given the sheer scale of the
numbers of the victims and the perpetrators, as
well as the diﬃculties of ascertaining the
circumstances in which speci c individuals
became victims or perpetrators.
Equally daunting is the challenge of widespread
distrust in the aﬀected communities. A major
nding of CDD’s telescoping study was that
"distrust pervades community relationships on
diﬀerent planes, including distrust between
Christians and Muslims, citizens and government,
citizens and security agents, and amongst
community members."³ Particularly problematic
is the distrust against repentant members of Boko
Haram, as well as coerced members. One way or
another, trust must be re-established for the
transitional justice process to work eﬀectively and
produce acceptable outcomes.
Connected to both the sorting of the victims and
perpetrators and the pervasive distrust is the
challenge of stigmatisation, particularly against
coerced members of Boko Haram and individuals
with family ties to known members of Boko
Haram, but who are not themselves members.
is stigma creates an additional challenge in the
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process of transitional justice. e unique
predicament of young girls and women who were
victims of sexual and gender-based violence, such
as "forced marriages" and "enslavement as
concubines," is compounded by the pervasive
distrust and stigmatisation. Cultural norms about
sexual honour and shame can force victims of
sexual and gender-based violence to conceal their
grievances, avoid talking about them, or make

tragic choices to remain in abusive relationships or
forced marriages. is poses a formidable barrier
to the participation of female victims in the
process of transitional justice. Nonetheless it is
imperative to make the necessary arrangements to
accommodate the victims of sexual and genderbased violence so that their grievances can be
addressed.

Transitional Justice:
Components and Mechanisms
e rst step in constructing narratives to secure
acceptance of transitional justice in the aﬀected
communities should start by explaining what
transitional justice means, how it works, and what
it oﬀers to the individuals and communities.⁴
is can be accomplished by comparing and
contrasting the roles of the victim and the
perpetrator in the formal criminal justice system
and in the transitional justice approach. e main
objective is to elicit the victims’ acceptance of
transitional justice as a suitable framework of
seeking and obtaining redress of their grievances.
Another key objective is to mentally prepare the
victims, as well as the perpetrators, to accept the
outcome of the transitional justice process,
including the potential reintegration of the
perpetrator back into the community instead of
his or her incarceration in prison or even the
imposition of the death penalty. e victim, the
perpetrator, and the communities should
understand and embrace the necessary trade-oﬀs
between the two systems of justice.⁵

e processes of administering transitional justice
involve several mechanisms, ranging from the
legal instruments that establish the mandate
governing the entire process, to the composition of
the panel, modes of participation by the various
stakeholders, including the representatives of the
government and the local communities, as well as
the victims and the perpetrators. As a transitional
justice panel is not a conventional court, it is not
necessarily bound by strict judicial norms and
practices. Still, the right to a fair hearing is vital, so
both the victims and the perpetrators are
encouraged to present evidence in their favor for
consideration by the panel. It is simply that they
do so without adopting the adversarial roles of the
prosecution and the defense, as is the style of a
formal court process.
Unlike criminal prosecution in a conventional
court, the process of transitional justice aims to
foster consensus on the truth about the grievances
of the victims and the role of the perpetrators in
creating those grievances. Achieving that
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consensus through dialogue is a very signi cant
rst step towards validating the grievances of the
victim, and also establishing a basis for forgiveness
by the perpetrator. An important aspect of
reaching consensus about the truth is for the
communities concerned to dispel unsubstantiated
suspicions, pervasive distrust, and stigmatisation
of all perpetrators as being responsible to the same
degree. By bringing the perpetrator face-to-face
with the victims in their pain and loss, the
perpetrators are given the opportunity to

1

acknowledge the grievous harm caused by their
violence. Although possibly distressing, such
encounters are capable of engendering remorse.
Victims are also given the opportunity to see the
humanity of the perpetrators in their troubled
conscience and painful contrition. Clearly then,
establishing consensus on the truth about the
violence is very instrumental rst step towards the
ultimate goal of transitional justice as an
appropriate vehicle for:

2

Restitution to the victim
and healing their wounds.

3

Restoration of normalcy
and peace to the
community as a whole.

Unlike prosecution in the formal criminal justice
system, the outcome of a transitional justice
process can oﬀer more of a win-win outcome to all
the parties and stakeholders. But for this to happen
four key intermediate goals must rst be achieved:
1. Establish concrete and tangible remedies to the
victims.
2. Hold the perpetrators accountable for their
transgressions.
3. Enable the communities to reach an amicable
resolution of violent con ict.
4. Vindicate the wisdom of the state to forgo the
conventional judicial process of asserting its
authority.
e mechanisms for achieving each of these
intermediate goals can take the forms of material
compensation to the victim where appropriate and

4

Accountability and forgiveness
to the perpetrators and
facilitating their reintegration
into the community.

Mitigating the moral hazards that impunity
poses to the primary obligation of the state
to uphold law and order, thereby
safeguarding the legitimacy and authority of
the state as well as protecting society from
crime and violence.

possible, such as in cases of destruction of property
and valuable possessions, or by symbolic
compensation where material compensation is not
feasible. Given the vast scale of the horri c
devastation caused by the Boko Haram
insurgency, it is unlikely that perpetrators can
provide meaningful material compensation to the
victims of their transgressions. e state has to
shoulder this burden even if only by providing
modest compensations through relief assistance
and by running economic empowerment schemes
for victims.
ese eﬀorts are already happening through the
Presidential Committee on the Northeast
Initiative and its successor, the North East
Development Commission, the Victim Support
Fund, the National Emergency Management
Agency, and various reconstruction and rebuilding
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projects overseen by state governments.
For example, in 2016 Borno State Government
allocated N 13 billion to kick start its "Ministry of
Reconstruction, Rehabilitation and Resettlement
(MRRR) for massive reconstruction and
rehabilitation of destroyed towns and villages,
including critical infrastructures in liberated
communities."⁶ Since then, the Ministry has
completed many reconstruction of schools, houses
and public buildings, while some are still ongoing.⁷ In Yobe State, it has been observed "that
areas aﬀected by the insurgency have witnessed
over 70% return since 2016.
is has necessitated the need for proactive actions
on the part of government to support the
voluntary returns."⁸ During 2013-107, Yobe State
Government, in partnership with international
donor nancial assistance, provided "relief and
humanitarian aid to enable people access basic
needs such as water, food, education, protection,
health and temporary shelter. Some recovery
activities such as road repair and health structures
were also undertaken by the government."⁹
Similarly, the Government of Adamawa State, the
Victim Support Fund, and Honourable Adamu
Kamale, member of the House of Representatives
from Michika/Madagali, have been working
together in the rehabilitation of the Michika and
Mubi General Hospitals, as well as the
reconstruction of the schools in Madagali and
Hong local government areas, and the rebuilding
of Michika Local Government secretariat
destroyed by Boko Haram insurgents."¹⁰ Clearly,
the governments of the three states aﬀected by the
Boko Haram insurgency have been actively
engaged in reconstruction and stabilization of the
areas devastated by the insurgency; however, more

resources are need, given the scale of the
destruction.
Although perpetrators cannot provide meaningful
material compensations, they can provide
symbolic forms of compensation. is can include
rendering services of value to the victims as well as
the community as a whole such as providing
labour on the farms of the victims, serving as
nurses or attendants to victims who are still
recovering from their injuries, providing labour to
support the reconstruction of destroyed properties
of the victims and in rebuilding public
infrastructure in aﬀected communities. Another
form of symbolic compensation is for perpetrators
to actively participate in public campaigns for
raising awareness of the processes, steps and stages
of recruitment, and early warning signs of
radicalisation into violent extremism in ways that
help youths, families and local communities to
take prompt, and timely, action.
e aﬀected communities can be encouraged to
develop other feasible forms of symbolic
compensation that perpetrators can oﬀer to
victims. But regardless of which forms are
adopted, the perpetrators oﬀering symbolic
compensation to the victims has the potential of
restoring trust, rebuilding relationships and
sustaining the fragile peace—that is in addition to
the tangible acceptance of accountability on the
part of the perpetrators. When combined with
clear demonstration of remorse and rendering
a p o l o g y, s y m b o l i c c o m p e n s a t i o n w i l l
undoubtedly give an additional basis for
forgiveness, thereby pushing forward the process
of healing the wounds sustained by both the
individual and communities.

6 Njadvara Musa, "Borno earmarks N13 billion to rebuild liberated communities," e Guardian, 23 December 2016, available at
https://guardian.ng/news/borno-earmarks-n13-billion-to-rebuild-liberated-communities/, accessed on December 14, 2019.
7 See the website of the Ministry at http://www.mrrr.bornostate.gov.ng/index.html#, accessed on December 14, 2019
See Ocha Dashboard at https://reliefweb.int/report/nigeria/north-east-nigeria-borno-adamawa-and-yobe-states-humanitarian-dashboardmarch-2019 Accessed on December 14, 2019
8 Yobe State Government, (undated) Integrated Recovery Plan, p. 8.
9 Yobe State Government, (undated) Integrated Recovery Plan, p. 20.
10 Iyebiye Olawuyi, (2017) "VSF begins major reconstruction in Adamawa," available at https://www.pulse.ng/news/local/insurgency-vsfbegins-major-reconstruction-in-adamawa/gkjs0qz
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Transitional Justice vs.
Formal Criminal Justice
In the formal criminal justice system, crimes against
individuals are prosecuted by the agents of the state,
and in the interest of the state to maintain law and
order, thereby protecting society and individual
citizens.¹¹ e victims of crimes have a very limited
role, if any, in the entire process of criminal
prosecution. Justice is deemed to have been served
once the state dispenses the legally stipulated
sanctions against convicted felons, even if no
restitution is made to the victim.
In the event of acquittal and/or discharge, the
victim can be left profoundly unsatis ed. Seeing the
perpetrator go free can be particularly unpalatable if
that outcome is the result of legal technicalities,
poor prosecution or the perpetrator’s ability to hire
expensive lawyers capable of mounting robust
defense for an accused.
In contrast to the very limited role of the victim in
the formal criminal justice system, the perpetrator
enjoys some privileges and entitlements that are not
available to the victim when using transitional
justice approaches. ey include presumption of
innocence, the right to counsel, the right against
self-incrimination, raising reasonable doubt as
eﬀective defense against conviction and the right to
challenge evidence presented against the accused.
e active role that victims play in the processes of
transitional justice can lessen the victim’s frustration
of seeing the perpetrator avoid punishment. To
begin with, the victim, not the state, is the person
who brings his/her grievances for consideration and
resolution, and the person does so in her/his own
individual capacity, rather than on behalf of the
state. is, in itself, can be both satisfying and

empowering. Instead of the perpetrator taking
cover under the legal niceties in the formal criminal
justice system, such as presumption of innocence
and all the rights due to the accused, the perpetrator
in the transitional justice is expected and
encouraged to accept liability, to show remorse and
willingness to make amends, not to the abstract
entity called the state, but to the speci c human
beings who have suﬀered from the transgressions of
the perpetrator.
In the normative discourse of the formal criminal
justice system, a rhetoric against vengeance and its
potential to get out of control through the spiral of
retaliation and counter-retaliation is invoked to
justify both the limited role of the victim and the
protective entitlements given to the perpetrator.
But it is important to emphasise that vengeance is
not the goal of the transitional justice system.
Rather, restitution and remedy for the victim is the
objective, accountability and forgiveness are the
goals for the perpetrator, and healing and
reconciliation are the goals for the community.
In addition to highlighting the similarities and
diﬀerences in the features, processes, and likely
outcomes from the two systems of formal criminal
justice and the transitional justice, there is also the
need to explain the daunting challenges of going
through the formal criminal justice system. ese
challenges include, but are not limited to, the
cumbersome procedures in the formal criminal
justice system, prolonged trials and the
incomprehensive legalese spoken in the entire
process. Furthermore, the sheer volume of the cases
for the public prosecutors to present in court are in
the thousands. Judging by the limited numbers of

11 For an insightful analysis of the diﬀerent components of types of justice, see: Yadong Luo, (2007), e "Independent and Interactive Roles
of Procedural, Distributive, and Interactional Justice in Strategic Alliances," e Academy of Management Journal, vol. 50, No. 3, pp. 644664. Author(s): Michael Wenzel, Tyler G. Okimoto, Norman T. Feather and Michael J. Platow, (2008), "Retributive and Restorative Justice,"
Law and Human Behavior, vol. 32, No. 5 (Oct., 2008), pp. 375-389.
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Boko Haram cases that have been presented in
courts so far, and the even more limited numbers of
cases that have been concluded, it will be several
decades before all the cases can be presented and
decided in court. If justice delayed is justice denied,
then the transitional justice is the more desirable
course of action to follow because it is relatively
unencumbered by the many constraints that
inevitably contribute to prolonged trials in the
formal criminal justice system.
However, there may well be some cases that are
better taken to the formal criminal justice system,
especially the worst cases of atrocious crimes and
egregious violations of human rights committed by
unrepentant individuals who remained convinced
that their indiscriminate violence against innocent
people is justi ed. For such individuals, the only
suitable and necessary course of action is aggressive

prosecution in the formal criminal justice system,
and upon conviction, the imposition of the
maximum penalty available.
e expected outcome of the narrative explaining
transitional justice, its processes, goals and likely
outcomes, is to prepare individuals and
communities to understand and appreciate what
remedies are possible and what remedies are not.
ere should also be some understanding and
acceptance of the trade-oﬀs between going through
the normal criminal justice system or transitional
justice system. ese clear understandings can help
individuals and communities to make informed
decisions about their participation in the process, as
well as preparing them for whatever the outcomes
may be.

END OF
PART ONE
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2
PART TWO

ISLAMIC TENETS FOR
NARRATIVES OF MESSAGES
FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
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Repel Evil Acts with
Something Better
is module introduces the broad conceptual
framework for the subsequent modules. Using two
related Qur’anic concepts, al-hasana (good deed)
and al-sayyi'a (evil deed), the module presents a set
of Islamic virtues, upon which short narratives can
be constructed for communicating the key
messages to address the initial challenges that have
to be overcome, as well as the various components
and processes of transitional justice that local
communities need to understand so that they can
contribute to the restoration of peace.

Learning objectives for this module
By the end of this module, participants are
expected to:
Understand the rationale for using transitional
justice as an eﬀective means of addressing the
g r i e va n c e s o f v i c t i m s a n d p rov i d i n g
accountability for perpetrators.

MODULE I
Al-hasana is an Arabic word with several related
meanings that include: goodness, kindness, beauty,
benevolence, favor and righteous deeds. It is a very
important term repeatedly emphasised in the
Qur’an, with several positive connotations, as can
be seen clearly in the following verses. Al-hasana is
often contrasted with al-Sayyi'a, which has several
negative meanings that include: evil acts, sinful
conduct, something ugly and repulsive. In several
verses of the Qur’an, Muslims are urged to do alhasana, and avoid al-sayyi’a, and also to use alhasana as a response to al-sayyi'a. In fact, al-hasana
has the moral force of transforming an enemy into a
protective ally. In addition, several important moral
virtues and righteous deeds are linked to al-hasana,
while al-sayyi'a is always sinful and general moral
failure with grave consequences in the here-andnow as well as in the hereafter. Here are selections
from the relevant chapters of the Qur’an:

Realise the Islamic tenets that support the
important themes of justice, accountability,
and reconciliation.
Acquire the relevant verses of the Qur'an
around which to articulate narratives for
communicating messages on the key issues that
have to be addressed for the success of
transitional justice.

11 For an insightful analysis of the diﬀerent components of types of justice, see: Yadong Luo, (2007), e "Independent and Interactive Roles
of Procedural, Distributive, and Interactional Justice in Strategic Alliances," e Academy of Management Journal, vol. 50, No. 3, pp. 644664. Author(s): Michael Wenzel, Tyler G. Okimoto, Norman T. Feather and Michael J. Platow, (2008), "Retributive and Restorative Justice,"
Law and Human Behavior, vol. 32, No. 5 (Oct., 2008), pp. 375-389.
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Qur'an 41 (Fussilat): 34-36 states:

Qur'an 23 (Al-Muminun):97

Qur'an 11 (Hud): 115-116

18

Qur'an 17 (al-Isra'): 54-55

Quran 6:161 (Al-An'am)

Q 13 (Al-Ra'ad) 22-26

19

Al-Qasas (Chapter 28):55-56

20

e repeated emphasis in these verses is clear in linking together several important virtues. e ulama can
use the following points to communicate the importance of accepting transitional justice as an
appropriate mechanism of responding to the evil acts perpetrated by Boko Haram with the better
messages of providing justice for the victims, accountability for the perpetrators, and restoring the peace
to the aﬀected communities.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

First, Qur’an (al-Mu’minin) 23: 97 gives Allah's command for Muslims to "repel evil with something
better." When Allah speaks in the Qur’an in the imperative form, then Muslims are obligated to
comply. is means that it is compulsory on Muslims to repel evil acts with something better.
Second, because it is an imperative command, the obligation of repelling evil acts with something
better, is linked to observing salat, which is the second obligation in the Five Pillars of Islam, thereby
elevating the repelling of evil acts with something akin to the status of worshipping Allah. In fact,
compliance with Allah’s commandment is considered a meritorious act of devotion.
ird, by making it an act of worship, those who discharge the obligation of repelling evil acts with
something better are acknowledged in the Qur’an to be among the servants of Almighty Allah, which
is the most desirable privilege for any Muslim.

Fourth, the Qur’an connects the command to repel evil acts with something better with Almighty
Allah’s command for Muslims to exercise patience. is means that it is never easy to discharge the
obligation; hence exercising patience is a necessary part of responding to evil acts in better ways.
Fifth, just as complying with the commandment to repel evil is an act of worship, so also the
compliance with Allah’s command to exercise patience is an act of worship. e Qur’an indicates that
Almighty Allah will reward compliance with both commands.

Sixth, the Qur’an indicates that obeying the two commandments to repel evil acts with something
better and exercising patience in doing so are also eﬀective means of removing sinful conduct, such as
following Satan and engaging in useless chit-chat.

Seventh, repelling evil acts with something better is not easy at all, and that is the reason why the
Qur'an joins it with the necessity to exercise patience, which is a very important Islamic virtue in its
own right.

Eighth, in a famous tradition of the Prophet Muhammad, al-ihsan, which means doing al-hasana, is
de ned as "worshiping Allah as if the worshipper is seeing Allah, for if the worshipper does not see
Allah, the Almighty does see the worshipper." Here the righteous meaning of al-hasana is emphasised
as an important act of devotion that the Almighty Allah takes cognisance of.
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e above points can be used to educate people to accept the important message that the response to evil acts
perpetrated by Boko Haram should be through doing something that is better. Accepting transitional justice
as the framework for redressing the grievances of the victims is a very good way of repelling evil with something
better. Instead, of simply seeking to punish perpetrators, transitional justice oﬀers:
Just redress of the grievances of the victims
Fair accountability for the perpetrators
Healing and reconciliation for both the victim and perpetrator
Peace for the community.

Conclusion
To conclude this module, the facilitators should allocate some time for participants to demonstrate their
understanding of materials presented. Facilitators should invite participants to:
Summarise the important points they have learnt. e facilitator should validate correct points and list them
on the board.
Give examples of instances they know in which repelling evil deeds with something better has been
particularly eﬀective.
Assess the diﬃculty of repaying bad deeds with better deeds, and how to overcome such diﬃculties.
Finally, the facilitators should give a brief preview of the next module, and its logical connection to this
module.

END OF
MODULE 1
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MESSAGES TO COUNTER THE
INITIAL CHALLENGES AGAINST
THE TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
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MODULE II
Messages to Counter the Initial Challenges
against the Transitional Justice
ere are several challenges to overcome in the emerging post-con ict situation in the North-East, including
the complicated task of sorting out the various victims and the perpetrators. Directly addressing these
challenges is the rst step in preparing the aﬀected populations to receive favourably messages for accepting
transitional justice. In this module, the appropriate Qur anic verses for addressing these challenges are
presented.

Facilitators should start the module
by inviting participants to:
Recap the key points presented in the previous module.
Introduce the idea that there are issues to be addressed in the emerging post-con ict situation in the region.
Identify obstacles and challenges to addressing those issues.
Brainstorm on the application of the broad conceptual framework of repelling evil acts with something better
to solving those obstacles and challenges.

Learning Objectives
Following the above exercise, the facilitators should present the learning objectives of this module,
incorporating the valid points raised by participants. Two key objectives are identi ed below:
Familiarise participants with Qur’anic virtues of truth-telling, patience and perseverance,
individual responsibility.
Demonstrate ways through which these virtues can be articulated in narrative messages to
counteract the obstacles and challenges, especially:
Sorting out the victims and the perpetrators
Restoring trust in the community
Avoiding stigmatisation of repentant insurgents and coerced members of Boko Haram
Appreciating the peculiar challenges of sexual and gender-based violence
Adding valid points raised by participants
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Facilitators can make a brief presentation of the key points and then divide participants
into working groups.

Main Presentation
e materials in this module are organised around the themes identi ed above in the learning
objectives.

Sorting the victims and criminals
e narrative for preparing communities to accept the necessity and wisdom of sorting the diﬀerent types of
perpetrators should be articulated around the themes of patience, perseverance, and truth. e evil act of
indiscriminate violence has created the diﬃcult situation of sorting out the victims and the perpetrators. e
better response to that evil act is patience and perseverance in the diligent duty of seeking the truth about the
roles of speci c individuals in the evil acts of indiscriminate violence. Telling lies, hiding the truth, or
making false accusations are evil acts that should be avoided. People should wait for the necessary sorting to
be done, so that each perpetrator receives the justice he or she deserves. Punishment must suit the oﬀence: the
unrepentant murder and the coerced informant do not deserve the same punishment. Here are selections of
Qur’anic verses on these virtues:

Patience:
Hud (Chapter 11)

Qur'an 2 (al-Baqara)
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Truth-telling:
Al-Baqara (Chapter 2)

Al-Isra 17:37-39
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Al-Furqan (Chapter 25)

ese verses link several important virtues that together that can be used to construct narrative messages
to highlight the following important points:

1

Almighty Allah commands Muslims to exercise patience, and states that it is a good deed [al
-hasana) that He will reward.

2

Exercising patience in the face of adversity is connected to the three out of the Five Pillars of
Islam - faith, ve daily prayers and charitable giving - and also to the important virtue of
honouring promise and telling the truth.

3

Almighty Allah also commands Muslims not to mix the truth with falsehood; not to conceal the
truth knowingly; not to make false testimony; not to engage in vain chit-chat; and not to be
arrogant. All these conducts are forms of al-sayyi'a, the evil deeds that are detestable to the
Almighty.

4

Again, these verses present the Almighty's command to Muslims to repel evil acts with
something better

Clerics can use these points to communicate the importance of accepting the truth in the diﬃcult task of
sorting the diﬀerent people involved in the atrocities. Establishing the truth is an important rst step
towards repelling the evil acts with something better.
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Overcoming Pervasive Distrust
e narrative for encouraging communities to overcome the pervasive distrust should highlight the
negative consequences of allowing distrust to prevent doing something that is better. Although clearly
understandable, and perhaps even justi ed to some extent, the widespread distrust can cripple action,
thereby denying both the victims and the perpetrators the justice that each deserves. A better way is to
work together to establish acceptable criteria to begin trusting people again. Islam works with outward
conduct of individuals, only Allah truly knowns what people conceal in their hearts. e evil acts of
Boko Haram were due in part to their distrust of the local communities’ understanding of Islam. Instead
of repeating that evil act, the following verses show the way to do something better:
Qur'an 49:7 (Hujurat)

Qur'an 49: 12-13 (al-Hujurat)
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ese verses clearly demonstrate the strong rejection of suspicion by comparing it to the distasteful act of
cannibalism. Instead of indulging in suspicion which could lead one to commit sin, these verses
command Muslims to:
Ascertain the truth of any report coming from dubious people, so that no one acts on false information or
out of ignorance of the truth, and then regrets it later.
Avoid derision of individual men and women as the important components of the better way of
responding to evil acts with something better.
More importantly, Almighty Allah commands Muslims to distance themselves from suspicion because
some suspicions are sinful [when they are baseless].
Almighty Allah prohibits Muslims from spying upon one and other.
ese verses demonstrate clearly mistrust is not good because it is connected to unreliable information,
baseless suspicion, and spying. When they lead to mistrust of people, they create negative consequences
for the community.

Avoiding Stigmatisation
Fairness and empathy should be the themes for narratives to counteract the challenge of stigmatisation.
It is not fair to stigmatise individuals because of suspicions against them, or because of misfortune that
has befallen them. Similarly, it is not fair to harshly judge individuals who have been coerced to
perpetrate evil acts. People should ask themselves what they would do if they found themselves forced to
do something wrong. ey should also ask themselves how they would feel if they are maligned for the
wrong conduct of someone related to them, even though they are not the culprit. It is important that
individuals who have realised their serious mistakes and are repentant should be given the opportunity
to demonstrate their remorse. Islam teaches that no person should be held accountable for the conduct
of another person, a point repeatedly emphasised in many Qur anic verses, including the following
selections:
Qur'an 2 (Al-Baqara)
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Qur'an 17 (Al-Isra)

Qur'an 6 (Al-An'am)

Qur'an 53 (An-Najam)
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ese verses provide key points for narrative messages to counteract the challenge of stigmatisation,
especially when is based on suspicion or guilt by association. In such cases, stigmatisation is not only
unfair, but also counterproductive, because unfairness carries the potential of alienating its victim,
thereby engendering resentment, which in turn makes reconciliation more diﬃcult. To address the
challenges arising from unfair stigmatisation, narratives should articulate the following points:
e Islamic tenet against unjust stigmatisation is based on the very important concept of individual
responsibility, which argues no one should be held accountable for the conduct of another individual.
is tenet is so strongly established in the Islamic tradition to the extent that the Prophet Muhammad
told his daughter that if her righteous conduct does not save her on the Day of Judgment, her father will
be unable to save her because no one should bear the burden of another person.
Another saying of the Prophet is that “God does not hold individuals accountable for what they do
wrongly, or due to an honest mistake, or forgetfulness, or coercion.”
Consistent with the theme of repeal evil acts with better righteous deeds
Islam does not accept guilt by association, relatives of Boko Haram member cannot be held accountable
for the wrongful conduct of their family members.
Facilitators should conclude this module by summarising the key points, and linking them to the theme
of sexual and gender-based violence in the next module. Facilitators should highlight the point that
while similar in many respects to the themes of this module, sexual and gender-based violence requires
special emphasis because of its insidious peculiarities, particularly the shame ascribed to its victims,
which may lead some to prefer never speaking about their pain and suﬀering, nor seeking to hold
perpetrators accountable.

Conclusion
Facilitators can conclude this module by recapping the important points that Islam does provide ideas that
can be utilised to tackle the formidable challenges of collective accusation based on the misconduct of speci c
individuals, distrust, and stigmatisation. All of which militate against the successful start of transitional
justice. Collectively, the Qur'anic verses identi ed above provide ample materials which Islamic clerics can
use to enlighten aﬀected communities so that transitional justice approaches can be supported.

Learning Exercise
Facilitators should conclude this module by dividing participants into working groups, each focusing on one
of the themes covered in this module. Each group can be asked to prepare a short sermon on a theme, to the
other participants. Each sermon is then discussed by the group as a whole with a view to addressing its
weaknesses and strengthening important features and points it raises.
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MODULE III
Special Emphasis on Messages to Overcome
the Challenges of Addressing Sexual and
Gender-based Violence
Facilitators should place special emphasis on helping participants to appreciate the complicated nature of
the challenges relating to sexual and gender-based violence. In particular, the cultural norms that make it
a taboo to explicitly talk about sexual matters combined with norms of shame and honour make it
extremely diﬃcult, or even totally impossible, for victims of sexual and gender-based violence to share
their experiences.
e result is that the perpetrators are not held to account, while at the same time the victims are forced to
bear the terrible consequences in silence, without assistance in coping with their trauma, much less
pursuing redress through the systems of criminal or transitional justice. erefore, it is very important for
facilitators to double their eﬀorts in helping trainees to comprehend the gravity of sexual and genderbased violence, and prepare them to overcome the taboos against broaching the topic.

Ice-breaking tips for facilitators
to start this module.
Facilitators should invite the trainee participants to:
Contemplate their potential responses if their daughters, sisters, wives or other female relatives are
subjected to sexual and gender based violence.
Recall and share any encounter with the victims of sexual and gender based violence that the participants
may have experienced.
Discuss the grave damages resulting from failure to hold accountable the perpetrators of sexual and
gender based violence and bring them to justice.
Consider the enormous trauma of the victims of sexual and gender based violence, including the realistic
possibility of unwanted pregnancies.

After devoting 20-30 minutes to discussing the above points, facilitators should summarise
and validate salient points that can contribute to overcoming the challenges of discussing
sexual and gender based violence. is should be followed with the presentation of the
learning objectives of this module.
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Learning Objectives
Appreciate the diﬃculties and nuances of discussing sexual and gender-based violence.
Develop strategies for overcoming the challenges of discussing sexual and gender based violence.
Achieve clear understanding of the relevant Islamic tenets for addressing sexual and gender based
violence.
Empower the victims of sexual and gender based violence to speak about their trauma, seek
assistance and pursue justice all without being censored by cultural taboos.
Facilitators should lead the discussion of the module by presenting the relevant verses that aﬃrm: 1) the
human dignity of women, and their right to the protection of Islamic law against sexual aggression and
gender-based violence; 2) consent is requirement for the validity marriage and 3) rape is doubly oﬀensive
because it is a form of unprovoked aggression and illicit sex, both of which are prohibited. Here are some
of the Quranic verses on each of these three points:

Qur'an 9 (Al-Tauba)

Qur'an 33 (Al-Ahzab)
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Qur'an 57 (Al-Hadid)

Qur'an 33 (Al-Ahzab)

Qur'anic Verses against Aggression
Qur'an 2 (Al-Baqara)
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Qur'an 5 (Al-Maida)

Qur'an 5 (Al-Ma'ida)

Qur'anic Verses against Aggression
Qur'anic Verses against Rape/Illicit Sex
Qur'an (al-Isra') 17:32

Qur'an (Al-Nur) 24:1-10
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Qur'an 24 (Al-Nur)

Qur'an 25 (Al-Furqan)
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ese verses provide materials to craft messages that aﬃrm the human dignity of women and their
equality with men as creatures of Almighty Allah, who should equally enjoy the protection of Islamic
law and the respect due to human beings. More speci cally, these verses make the following points for
articulating narrative messages:
Men and women are equally regarded as moral agents who deserve the same reward for the
same good deeds, and the same reproach for bad deeds.
Illicit sexual conduct is a grave depravity that is prohibited, and punishable by severe penalties.
Even impugning the sexual integrity of women by baseless accusation of sexual impropriety is
punishable oﬀence in Islamic law.
In the context of family dispute leading to divorce, the Qur'an commands that women should
be treated fairly and without any violation of their rights or encroachment upon their dignity.
As a form of aggression, rape is doubly oﬀensive because both illicit sex and unprovoked
violence are prohibited.
e Qur'an addresses sexual matters frankly and with decorum, but without the patriarchal
sense of shame and honour that are used to cover up or rationalise sexual and gender-based
violence.
Facilitators should work with participants to note the existence of diﬀerent interpretations of these verses,
including interpretations that may be unhelpful toward addressing the challenges of sexual and gender-based
violence. Facilitators should focus on those interpretations that can help to overcome harmful cultural norms
that place unnecessary obstacles in the way of women's rights to the protection against sexual aggression.

Learning Activity
Facilitators should instigate a brief debate on the pros and cons of the taboos that limit discussions about
sexuality in general, and sexual aggression and gender-based violence. Facilitators should ensure that the debate
is vigorous but also respectful of people holding divergent views. e learning activity should be concluded by
inviting the advocates of opposing points of view to summarise the arguments of their opponents. e empathy
in understanding opposing views is a critical step towards eﬀective rebuttals, as well as enhancing the acceptance
of one's own points of views

Conclusion
Facilitators should conclude the module by highlighting the need to be alert when it comes to the discussion of
sexual aggression and gender-based violence. Participants should be encouraged to appreciate these challenges
and their harmful consequences not only on the victims, but on their families and society who suﬀer from the
impunity that results from the unwillingness to address sexual aggression and gender-based violence.
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MODULE IV
Islamic Conception of Justice
is module presents the Islamic conception of justice and its multiple components, both of which are
comparable in important ways to transitional justice. Among the relevant Islamic tenets that could be mobilized
to support transitional justice are the following:

Qist/Adl: Justice and Fairness
Qisas: An eye for an eye retaliation
Afwu: forgiveness by the victim for the perpetrator

Learning Objectives
By the end of the presentation of this Module, participants are expected to:
✔ Appreciate the relevance of Islamic ways of peaceful resolution of con icts, and their
similarity with key components of transitional justice.
✔

Become familiar with the relevant Qur'anic verses that can be used for narrative messages
about the compatibility of transitional justice with Islamic teachings.

✔ Learn and master ways of addressing the key issues of interest to victims, perpetrators and
the aﬀected communities as a whole.
Facilitators should start the presentation of this module by inviting participants to brie y recall the important
points already covered in the previous modules. Facilitators should also reiterate the connection of the materials
in this module to the overall conceptual framework of repelling evil acts with something better. After the brief
presentation of the materials in this module, facilitators can divide participants into working groups, each
taking a particular concept and elaborating it to formulate some narrative messages, which will later be
presented to the participants as a whole for suggestions and improvements. Below are Qur'anic verses which
provide a very good starting point:
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Qur'an 17 (al-Isra')

Qur'an 2 (Al-Baqara)
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e rst verse above (Isra' 34) aﬃrms the right of
the victim to demand and receive justice, while the
second verse (Baqara 179) establishes the
fundamental basis of Islamic conception of
criminal justice: the retributive principle of an eye
for an eye. Yet, at the same time, the two verses also
call upon the victim to temper justice with mercy,
which is explicitly connected to the concept of
doing hasana, thereby demonstrating the relevance
of the broad conceptual framework of repelling evil
acts with something better. In addition, the second
verse also presents afwu, (forgiveness) as an
important component of tempering justice with
mercy. is idea further reinforced by the concept
of takh f (alleviation), which Almighty Allah
grants to human beings. Of equal importance, the
second verse concludes by reiterating deterrence as
an important component Islamic criminal justice.
ere are important points from these two
Qur'anic verses that can inform narrative
messaging for presenting transitional justice to the
aﬀected communities as a suitable mechanism of
addressing the serious challenges in the emerging
post-con ict situation. e rst step is to
acknowledge the right of the victim for justice, even
in its elemental sense of retribution. Once that
important right is aﬃrmed, then the victim may be
asked to settle for less than retribution in kindness
and fairness.
ese Qur'anic verses provide power ful
endorsement for what transitional justice has to
oﬀer: restitution and healing for the victim,
forgiveness for the perpetrator while holding
him/her accountable, and restoration of the peace
and reconciliation for the communities. Lessons
can also be drawn from the Traditions of the
Prophet Muhammad, particularly, his handling of
his erstwhile opponents after his nal victory over
them. Upon his triumphant re-entry into Mecca,

his hometown from where he was forced into exile,
he decided to forgive all of his opponents. e idea
of magnanimity in victory can also be used to build
religious support for acceptance of transitional
justice.
Facilitators should explain that it is imperative to
provide the victims with clear and ample
aﬃrmation of the pains and losses that have been
in icted on them in the course of the insurgency.
e point should be emphasised that all of their
pains and losses are not due to any wrong they have
done to the perpetrators. As such, their right to
retributive justice is clear and compelling. e right
of the victim should never be cast in doubt, or
belittled by what may appear as sanctimonious
demands for them to forgive and forget all of the
egregious violations of their fundamental human
rights, as well as the heinous crimes committed
against them.
But it is also important to stress to participants that
the purpose of such aﬃrmation is not to encourage
the desire for vengeance, but to empathise with the
victims for all the horrendous traumas they have
endured, and the dire consequences they are still
grappling with. In fact, empathy can be a very
eﬀective strategy for con dence-building and
eliciting the victims' endorsement and
participation in the transitional justice process.
ere is urgent need to avoid the appearance of
being paternalistic and insensitive to the tragedy
that has befallen the victims; even the mere
appearance of such attitudes can alienate some of
the victims from transitional justice. Since the
victims' acceptance to participate in the processes of
transitional justice is indispensable, it follows,
therefore, that their acceptance should never be
unwittingly undermined.
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Aﬃrming the right of the victims to justice includes,
but it is not limited to, acknowledging the enormity of
their losses of life and property, recognising the
psychological and emotional trauma they have suﬀered
and the impact of the destruction of their livelihoods
and social support systems, including the family and
communal resources. is is consistent with the
Qur'anic verses, that aﬃrmation prepares the ground
to ask the victim to settle for less that an eye-for-eye
retribution. It is important to communicate the point

clearly to the victims that this aﬃrmation is necessary
not for the purpose of vengeance but for gaining their
trust, and preparing them to receive the key message of
accepting transitional justice as the suitable framework
for redressing their losses. Acknowledging that this is
the rst step towards healing their wounds,
reconciliation, peacebuilding and, eventually, the
restoration of peaceful co-existence in their respective
communities.

Learning activity
After presenting the essential points of the need to aﬃrm the right of the victims rst, to settle for less than retribution,
as recommended in the Quranic verses. Facilitators can devote some time to elicit responses and comments from
participants and should look out for thoughtful comments that can be ampli ed and validated. Examples of such
comments include:
✔ It is not going to be easy for victims to settle for less than retribution.
✔ e perpetrators deserve nothing less than the maximum penalty available, including
an eye for an eye retribution.
✔

Why should the perpetrators escape their just desert?

e Qur'anic concept of repelling evil acts with something better is the key for validating the idea of settling for less
than retribution. Following this learning activity, facilitators should present the Qur'anic verses covering the themes of
qist (justice) and adl (fairness) in this module.

Justice and Fairness
Al-Qist and al-Adl are the two Arabic words signifying justice, fairness, and equity that are used frequently in the
Qur'an in several verses that indicate the centrality of them to justice in Islam. Some of the verses state categorically
that Almighty Allah commands Muslims to be just, fair, and equitable not only in deciding criminal cases in a judicial
context, but also in the normal course of social interactions, family relationships, business transactions and
governance and administration of public aﬀairs.
According to a hadith reported in Sahih Muslim by Abu Dharr, Prophet Muhammad said: “Allah the Exalted said: O
My servants, I have forbidden oppression for myself and have made it forbidden among you, so do not oppress one
another." Equally important, many Qur'anic verses indicate that Allah abhors injustice (zulm,) and does not in ict it
on his creations. In fact, Allah prohibits injustice, against which he threatens severe punishment in the hereafter.
Allah's prohibition of injustice is so strong and categorical that even individuals are commanded not to in ict injustice
on themselves. e Qur'an links injustice to the gravest sin in Islam, namely: denying the oneness of Almighty Allah
and associating Him with other creatures (shirk). e Qur'anic discourse against injustice in all its forms is just as
extensive as the Qur'anic discourse for justice. Clearly, crafting narrative messages for justice and against injustice will
resonate strongly with every Muslim, thereby helping to secure acceptance of transitional justice, especially in light of
its similarities with the Islamic conception of justice. Here is a small selection from the numerous verses on the
imperative of justice:
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Qur'an 16 (al-Nahal)

Qur'an 5 (al-Maida)

Qur'an 4 (al-Nisa')

Qur'an 6 (al-An'am)
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Qur'an 6 (al-An'am)

Qur'an 4 (al-Nisa')

Qur'an 4 (al-Nisa')

Qur'an 55 (Al-Rahman)
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Qur'an 42 (Al-Shura)

ere are several important points that should be highlighted in above selections from the numerous Qur'anic verses
commanding Muslims to uphold justice, fairness and equity, as well as prohibiting Muslims to perpetrate injustice and
transgression. ey are:

1

Almighty Allah commands in repeatedly categorical language that Muslims are obligated to uphold
justice and avoid injustice. In Islamic teachings, it is obligatory on Muslims to obey Allah's
commandments, for which Allah will reward them, while disobeying Allah's commandment brings
punishment.

2

e Divine Commandment for justice is combined with the imperative to observe several other
important Islamic virtues, including doing hasana and righteous deeds, such as telling the truth,
maintaining family bonds among relatives, honoring promises and keeping trust.

3

Conversely, Allah's clear prohibition against injustice and transgression is also combined with the
prohibition against other vices such as depravity, indecency and sel shness.

4

e combined commandment for justice and other virtues and prohibition of injustices and other vices
clearly indicate the Islamic tenets that justice and fairness should prevail in all circumstances, while
injustice and transgression should be always avoided.

5

Allah's commandment for Muslims to uphold justice extends beyond the judicial context of ligation, and
includes the contexts of business transactions, peaceful resolution of con ict, administration of public
aﬀairs and interactions among family members. Islam consider justice as an all-inclusive virtue that
should be observed in all circumstances.

6

Upholding justice requires being rm, fearless and impartial even against one's own family relatives.

7

Highlighting the multiple dimensions and the inclusive nature of Islamic conception justice
demonstrates clearly that although aﬃrming victim's right to demand retribution is the starting point of
Islamic justice, it is by no means the only important component of the all-inclusive justice that Islam
preaches.

Learning Activity
Facilitators should invite participants to take 5-10 minutes to re ect on the relative importance of retribution in
comparison to all the other components of Islamic conception of justice. Facilitators can then ask participants to write
a short statement that ranks the various components of Islamic conception of justice in a hierarchical order. Selected
participants should be invited to read out their rankings and explain the basis of that ranking which can form the basis
for wider discussions among participants.

MODULE V

ISLAMIC WAYS OF PEACEFUL
RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS
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MODULE V
Islamic Ways of Peaceful
Resolution of Conﬂicts
As in the previous modules, the facilitators should start this module by inviting participants to recap the major
points presented in the previous discussions. In moderating the brief discussion, facilitators should aﬃrm valid
points mentioned by participants, and then link each point to the broader concept of repelling evil acts with
something better.

Learning Objectives
By the end of the presentation of this Module, participants are expected to understand and appreciate
✔

e basic meanings of the relevant concepts of hukum/tahkim
(judgment/arbitration) and sulhu (reconciliation).

✔

the similarities between tahkim/sulhu and transitional justice.

✔

the requirements and components of a just resolution of con ict through tahkim/sulhu.

✔

the importance of repentance and forgiveness in mediation and reconciliation

Just as Qist/Adl are the fundamental concepts upon which the Islamic conception of justice is built, Hukum and
Sulhu are the foundational concepts in Islamic teachings about peaceful resolution of con ict. Hukum carries
several meanings in Qur'anic usage:

1
2
3

It can mean God's rule over all of creation; hence Almighty Allah describes himself in the Qur'an as
the best ruler (Qur'an 95:8), whose rule is incomparable to any other.
Hukum signi es judgement in a judicial sense. As the ultimate arbiter, Almighty Allah judges fairly
and equitably all of his creations here on earth and in the hereafter. He sets the standard for fair
judgment, which he commands all human judges to uphold.
Tahkim (which is derived from hukum) means arbitration to resolve disputes in various aspects of
life, not only in formal litigation in court, but also in out-of-court mediation and arbitration. is is
the sense in which hukum/tahkim is connected to sulhu so closely that the two terms become
synonyms.
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Unlike hukum in the judicial sense, which proceeds from the aﬃrmation of the right of victim to demand
retribution, but then counsel the victim to settle for less, hukum and sulhu in the sense of arbitration and
mediation start from the assumption that the victim has already accepted to forgo the right to retribution in
exchange for an equitable reconciliation.
As it is the case of hukum, sulhu has several meanings as well:
Righteousness and good deeds
Improving or reforming something by making it better than it used to be, which
makes it nearly synonymous with hasana.
Reconciliation through mediation
When sulhu is used in the Qur'an in the sense of reconciliation through mediation, it is often linked closely to
repentance (tawba) and forgiveness (afwu). But as already discussed in the module on justice, tawba and afwu are
also relevant in the context of retribution, where they are recommended, but only after aﬃrming the right of the
victim to retribution. Here are some verses using tahkim and sulhu, as well as repentance and forgiveness:
Qur'an 49 (al-Hujurat)

Qur'an 4 (Al-Nisa')
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Qur'an 5 (al-Ma'ida)

Qur'an 7 (al-A'raf)

Qur'an 2 (al-Baqara)

Qur'an 8 (al-Anfal)

Qur'an 16 (al-Nahl)
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Qur'an 3 (al-Imran

Qur'an 2 (al-Baqara)

Qur'an 2: 287
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Qur'an 4 (al-Nisa')

Qur'an 4 (al-Nisa')

Quran 42 (Al-Shura)
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ese verses provide ample support for narrative messaging about transitional justice, which can be
articulated around the following points:
When two groups of believers ght, the Qur'an commands Muslims to seek ways to reconcile them
through sulhu, but if one group refuses to accept sulhu, then that group should be compelled to
accept peaceful mediation. Indicating the critical importance of the concept of sulhu.

1
2

Almighty Allah commands that even in family dispute, sulhu should be pursued through tahkim as
a valid way of restoring marital peace, just as it also restores the bond of brotherliness among
believers.

3

e importance of sulhu is also underscored by Almighty Allah's command that sulhu should be
sought through tahkim in accordance with justice and fairness, which means that sulhu is not a
substitute for justice but another way of achieving it.

4

To highlight the importance of sulhu as a valid mechanism for upholding justice, Almighty Allah
re-states the principle of retribution, and then states that those who forgive and accept sulhu instead
of demanding retribution will be rewarded by Allah.

5

Allah joins his commandment for sulhu with his prohibition of injustice, as well as the punishments
that he metes out to those who perpetrate injustice.

6

e reward that Almighty Allah promises to those who uphold justice is also extended to those who
accept sulhu as another valid way to achieving justice.

7

In addition to upholding justice and fairness, sulhu also requires, rst, repentance from the
perpetrator, and then forgiveness from the victim.

8

Sulhu is connected with doing hasana (righteous deed), and al-khair, which means prosperity and
kindness. Sulhu is also linked up with several important virtues, including mercy, compassion,
righteousness, and the fear of Allah.

9

Almighty Allah states in the Qur'an that he forgives whoever sins but then repents and does sulhu.
is is consistent with Almighty Allah's description of himself as the best judge and arbiter (ahkam
al-hakimin), who always uphold justice whether in the form of judicial retribution or in the form of
reconciliation through mediation.

56

e points listed above can be used to craft messages that present transitional justice as a mechanism of
redressing grievances that is quite consistent with the strong Islamic endorsement of sulhu as another valid
way of upholding justice, fairness and equity.

Learning exercise
After presenting the above points about sulhu and hukum/tahkim, facilitators can invite participants to
highlight points of comparison and contrast between transitional justice and the Islamic conception of
peaceful resolution of con ict through sulhu and tahkim. Facilitators should list and validate good points
raised by participants.
Facilitators can invite two volunteers to give brief sermons, one sermon emphasizing the points of similarity,
and the second sermon addressing the points of contrast.
Finally, facilitators should call for brief discussion on whether the similarities are stronger than the contrasts,
or the contrasts are stronger than the similarities.
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